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**Title word cross-reference**

- 3 [HCC+08], TA [DHS09], N [MP00], π [NPPW09].  
- -Calculus [NPPW09]. -dimensional [MP00].  
- 10th [vDS05], 15504 [EB00].  
- 2002 [Gri03], 2004 [Rot05], 2009-2010 [Ano08-28].  
- 60-Year [Ano06-30, Ano06-29, Ano06-28].  
- 9 [GR01, SJ06], '99 [WW00].  
- Abstract [GGV04, NPD01, SLLL07b].  
- Abstractions [SYFP08, DMCS05, SSE01].  
- acceptance [RHD02].  
- Access [MBGM09, BBG06]. accesses [YBT01].  
- accuracy [SHP01]. Achieving [SP05].  
- ACM [DY08a]. across [BMW02, YCCX09].  
- Actions [BCH+07]. activation [LRS00].  
- active [ZC06]. activities [HCM02a, HCM02b]. activity [EW04].  
- Adaptable [ZME06]. Adaptation [CPS08, CC08, BSHL01, LL03, MA04].  
- Adaptive [ABB+00, AP07, FN01].  
- Addendum [BEK+04]. Adding [CFP+03].  
- Address [Ano05-29, Kra09b, Kra08c, RL00].  
- Adequacy [RCW08]. adjustment [PS04].  
- Advanced [BM00]. Advancing [HDS06]. Advertisement [Ano04f, Ano04h, Ano04j, Ano04e, Ano04b, Ano04g, Ano04i, Ano04k, Ano04c, Ano04l, Ano04d, Ano05l, Ano05g, Ano05m, Ano05i,
aspect-oriented [WBY05, XN06].
aspectizable [TC05]. Aspects [BCH+06].
Aspectual [ALS08]. assertion [JS01].
Assessing [ABLN06, ACDD04, BMW02, BDL04, ED05, PULPT02, EGK+01].
Assessment [NMJ09, BD02, Cha03, GS05, Jor04, Jor05, Tia02, TC05]. Assessments [DR06b, JG09]. asset [MYC05].
assignment [SHP01]. Assist [CH09].
assists [DIH00]. Associate [Ano07r, Kni05b, Kra06c, Kra08b, Kra09a, Ano05-28, Kni05a, Kra08a].
Association [Moo09, SG00]. Bayesian [DXL07, HFMN09, MM08b, PD07, WGC02]. BBN [LW07b]. BDD [WSY+04, Wan05].
BDD-based [WSY+04]. BDD-like [Wan05]. Behavior [PV02, UBC09, DLDvL05, DAP01b, Yan02]. Behavioral [CPS08, CJ03, HK02, UKM03]. behaviorally [SJLY00]. Benchmarking [LBMP08, JWB02]. benefit [BH03]. Benefits [DAB08]. Best [MCHL06]. Better [Tia02]. Between [CFM08, ACC+02, CG01, DC06, HCC03, JY06, JDM01, MNS01, ZXL09]. bidding [JC04, KPLJ03]. binaries [LKV05]. Bisimulation [SD06a]. biting [SBMJ01]. black [BHS03, XN05]. blueprint [DL05]. bootstrap [LS03a]. bounded [CYK+05]. Bounding [LLH+01]. bounds [PSMK03]. box [XN05]. branch [HW02a]. Branching [dAFS09]. bridging [MNS01]. brokerages [MKL+04]. browsing [DIH00]. Budget [NH09]. bug [WH05]. Buggy [KJZ08]. bugs [LLMZ06]. Build [dJ05]. Build-level [dJ05]. building [Lev00]. Bunch [MM06]. Business [ZZZ07, DMCS05, VZJ03, WCD+05]. Bytecode [SMBZ07, JW01].

c [EBN02, CCG+04, ESWH04, SHFJ08]. cache [LLH+01]. cache-related [LLH+01]. calculation [BNL05]. Calculus [NPPW09, San03, dBFT00]. calibrating [BBSS02a]. Call [Ano04-28, Ano04-29, Ano05-27, Ano07q, Ano08i, Ano09i, Ano09j, Ano09k, DAP01a, MM08a, OJ02]. Call-for-Papers [Ano07q]. Call-Stack [MM08a]. calls [BD03, LKV05]. candidate [HDS06]. Capability [JG07, EB00, MP03]. capture [BEFL00, EL01]. capture-recapture [BEFL00, EL01]. Career [Ano08q]. CARISMA [CEM03]. Carving [ECDJ09]. Case [DM08, DR06b, LHH07, MPL07, MLLF09, NMJ09, VJB09, ABGM02, BS00, CPT03, DTB05, EMR02, Kao03, MPS01, MRS02, NFLJ06, SP05, TGK+04, WV00, BBS02a, CDFG06]. Cases [ECDJ09, JG07, MO00, MX05, RUCH01]. catalog [DGR04]. CatchUp [XS07]. Categorization [YSCO04]. category [CPT03]. category-partition [CPT03]. Cause [EZZ+08]. Causes [RCR06]. CCFinder [KKI02]. Celebrates [Ano06-30, Ano06-28, Ano06-29]. Center [Ano08q]. centered [Lev00, MB00b]. centralized [AS04, Lee04]. Centric [CHMB08, LL03]. Certifiably [HALM08]. Chain [SD06a]. Chains [BCH+07, BHHK03]. Change [DLL09, FWPG07, RCR06, RAW08, SMD08, ZXL09, CHCC03, EGK+01, GKMS00, KT05, TCS05, VMA+04, YMNCC04]. Change-Proneness [ZXL09]. Changes [KJZ08, EGK+02, PP05, YMNCC04, ZZWD05]. Channel [Mit08]. characteristics [Kel06]. characterization [YCP06]. Characterizing [Mit08]. CHARMY [PIM09]. Charts [SC06, AEY03, BHS05]. check [HH06]. Checker [BCY01, HB07, Ho97]. Checking [BCH+07, DSH09, HKB09, HB08, NPPW09, SD06a, XN05, AZ03, AH00, BHHK03, BKO05, CAB+01, ESWH04, GCD03, San03]. checklist [LEH01, TRW03]. checklist-based [TRW03]. Chief [Ano08-28, Kni06, Kra06a]. choice [CPT03]. CK [SK03]. Claims [LW07b, DS00]. Class [Cas09, CFTV05, Min06, RMR04, SWE09, ZXL09, BIW03, BDL04, DL05, EBGR01, EBG+02, Eva03, KBYC04, MS00b]. Class-Oriented [Cas09]. Classes [HRD07, HRD08, MPF08, OEG07, VSC09, CKB04, ESWH04]. Classification [LBMP08, MT00, Yan02]. Classifications [VJB09]. Classifying [HKL+07, KJZ08]. Clean [KJZ08]. client [HCC04a, HCC04b, MG00, RP00]. client-server [RP00]. client/server [HCC04a, HCC04b, MG00]. clock [HW02b]. Clone [BKA+07, BvDvET05, KKI02]. Clones [Bak07, BJ09]. closed [PSE04]. closed-source [PSE04]. Clustering
5

[KT00, LPRT07, MB07, AT05, Tia02].
CMM [AC07, MP03]. Co [DLL09].
Co-Change [DLL09]. COCOMO [BBS02a]. Code
[BCH+06, FWPG07, KP09, ML09, MGF07,
MDDG07, SCDP07, ZZ07, ACC+02, BD03,
BEK+04, BvDvET05, DRW03, EK+01,
EK03, GZ05, HCM02a, HCM02b, HH06,
KKI02, LEH01, LLM06, MB04, PP05,
RCM04, Vol04, WH05, YNMCC04].
codesign [BZCJ02]. Cognitive
[PS04, HHC04, MY04]. cognitive-based
[MY04]. Cohesion [MPF08, CKB04].
Collect [KMCA06]. collection [JMO04].
colocation [TCK002]. Combining
[BZCJ02, NMJ09, FBV05, LPSS00].
Comments [BCY01, BT03, CJS03, EVA03,
FMPR06, JKS04, JY06, Kao03, MDDG07,
MET03, RGR01, SC03, YSW+01, ZX02,
ZZ07, BNR06, OAF+04]. Commerce
[ZZZ07, AW04]. commercial [Cha00].
Common [HGP09, YSCO04].
commonality [MYC05]. Communicating
[MD00]. Communication [Mit08, BDM01,
GGV04, HM03, HL03, LH03]. CoMoM
[Cas09]. Companies [ASM09]. Company
[KMT07]. Comparative
[MM08b, MO00, MSS05]. Comparing
[ABL06, BSC03, KTO05, SK01, TM05,
PUT+01, XN05]. Comparison [BKA+07,
LEH01, MT00, MO JO05, RHD02, TRW03].
comparisons [Nta01]. Complex
[AR07, DC06, FO00, LZBQ04, YCP06].
Complexity [AGDS07, CRL01, BTV03,
DKST05, GML05, GR01, SK03, ZX02].
compliant [SP05]. comply [MP03].
Component
[Hat09, Kon06, LW07a, P+08, ZME06,
Dol00, LGF05, MA04, RDKN03].
Component-Based
[Kou06, P+08, Dol00, LGF05].
Components [CPS08, KMSL08, LCS+08,
RL00, BSHL01, CCG+04, DSO3, IYY+05,
LHS03, PV02, VZJ03, dJ05]. composite
[MK+04]. Composition
[AP07, YCCX09, ZBN+04]. Compositional
[BHH+09, BDHK06, XHD02, ZC09].
Compositions [DY07]. Comprehension
[CZvD+09, DH03, HCM02a, HCM02b,
SGMB03]. comprehensive [BEFL00].
Compression [SMBZ07]. computation
[EH01, RSSS02]. Computational
[ABB+00, DSO3]. Computer
[An04-39, An04-41, An04-44, An04-42,
An04-40, An04-43, An06-28, An06-30,
An06-29, An06-45, An06-44, An07a,
An07b, An07-46, An07-47, An07-48,
An07-45, An07-49, An08p, An08q,
An08r, An09, An09r, HKT09, VR03].
Computer-mediated [VR03]. computers
[CCL+00]. Computing [SMBZ07, WW00,
dLAF06, CC03, LL03, Sat03, ZC06, An09i].
Concept [SS+07, Ton01, Ton03].
Conceptual [MP08, AAG+04, CdP04].
concern [BvDvET05]. Concerns [EZS+08].
concurrent [IR01, KCT02, LC06, LHS03,
MG02, WS+04, dBF00]. condition
[JH03]. condition/decision [JH03].
Conditions [CPY08, Mit05]. Conference
[An03c, BKM07, CTO09, DT04, FKW06,
GR03, GN06, GR06, vDS05, BDB00, CA03,
HS03, KGR01, DY08a]. Confidence
[LW07b, LS03a]. Configurable
[CDS08, SSE01]. configuration
[YCP06, vdHCHW02]. configurations
[PG04]. Confirming [PG04].
conformance [CJMR07, EFY04].
Confounding [ZLX09, EBGR01, Eva03].
Congress [WW00]. conjunctive [CW02a].
consensus [GS01], considering [CBK04].
Consistency [KLR06, CG01, JY06].
constrained [MMRM05]. constraint
[Bol00]. constraint-object-oriented
[Bol00]. Constraints
[CDS08, HW02a, MKL+04]. Constructing
[CDS08, CDFG06, Mool09, MY04].
construction
[MC02, SP03, WS06b, ZC01]. constructs
[SH00]. Container [HRD07, HRD08].

Content [PD07, BEFL00, LL03, PRS04].

Contents [Ano04z, Ano04-27, WCL04].

Context [BCMS03, HWM06, CLZ02, CEM03, CC03, JR06]. Context-aware [BCMS03, CEM03, CC03, JR06].

context-dependent [CLZ02]. contextual [SP03]. continuity [JWB02]. Continuous [PYM+07, YPK+07, BHHK03, MH01].

continuous-time [BHHK03]. Contract [ESWH04, LBJ06]. Contract-checking [ESWH04].

Control [HRJ08, MBFSV07, MBGM09, ZC09, AS04, ABGM02, HP00, HCM02a, HCM02b, JS02, WBY05, WS06b, dBFT00]. control-flow [dBFT00]. controlled [BBD01, PUT*01, PULPT02, SHH*05].

controller [HLP01, MS00a]. Controversies [BHS03]. conversations [FBS05].

converters [WO00]. coordination [CLZ02, MC02]. copy [LLM06].

copy-paste [LLM06]. CORBA [CFP+03]. core [MYC05]. Correct [SWE09, DS03].

Correction [HCC04a, SSCM06]. Corrections [DeLo1b, HCM02a].

Correctness [BSV05]. Cost [JS07, KKJ08, KMT07, YHJ08, ATG+06, BH03, FBV05, Jor05, KHCP00, SEM01, XY03].

cost-effective [KHCP00].

cost-effectiveness [FBV05]. Costs [DAB08]. Counterexample [HK09].

coupling [ABF04, YSCO04]. cover [Ano04p, Ano04n, Ano04q, Ano04t, Ano04r, Ano04u, Ano04s, Ano04o, Ano04-35, Ano04-32, Ano04-37, Ano04-31, Ano04-36, Ano04-38, Ano04-33, Ano04-34, Ano04-48, Ano04-53, Ano04-47, Ano04-52, Ano04-50, Ano04-51, Ano04-54, Ano04-49, Ano05v, Ano05q, Ano05z, Ano05u, Ano05r, Ano05w, Ano05p, Ano05o, Ano05s, Ano05x, Ano05t, Ano05y, Ano05-36, Ano05-40, Ano05-33, Ano05-30, Ano05-35, Ano05-37, Ano05-31, Ano05-32, Ano05-34, Ano05-41, Ano05-39, Ano05-38, Ano05-52, Ano05-45, Ano05-47, Ano05-43, Ano05-44, Ano05-51, Ano05-48, Ano05-42, Ano05-49, Ano05-46, Ano05-53, Ano05-50, Ano06h, Ano06d, Ano06n, Ano06k, Ano06j, Ano06m, Ano06o, Ano06g, Ano06l, Ano06f, Ano06e, Ano06i, Ano06z, Ano06p, Ano06y, Ano06x, Ano06s, Ano06v, Ano06w, Ano06t, Ano06r, Ano06u, Ano06-27, Ano06q, Ano06-42, Ano06-32, Ano06-41].

cover [Ano06-35, Ano06-39, Ano06-34, Ano06-37, Ano06-43, Ano06-40, Ano06-38, Ano06-36, Ano06-33, Ano07h, Ano07g, Ano07i, Ano07m, Ano07o, Ano07l, Ano07f, Ano07p, Ano07n, Ano07e, Ano07j, Ano07k, Ano07x, Ano07-29, Ano07v, Ano07y, Ano07-27, Ano07-28, Ano07t, Ano07-30, Ano07u, Ano07z, Ano07s, Ano07w, Ano07-38, Ano07-43, Ano07-36, Ano07-42, Ano07-34, Ano07-44, Ano07-40, Ano07-39, Ano07-41, Ano07-35, Ano07-33, Ano07-37, Ano08g, Ano08d, Ano08c, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08h, Ano08m, Ano08a, Ano08l, Ano08k, Ano08j, Ano08o, Ano08z, Ano08w, Ano08v, Ano08y, Ano08x, Ano08-27, Ano09h, Ano09g, Ano09d, Ano09f, Ano09e, Ano09c, Ano09n, Ano09o, Ano09n, Ano09p, Ano09q, Ano09l, Ano09t, Ano09v, Ano09u, Ano09w, Ano09x, Ano09s].

Coverage [ABLN06, CH09, MM08a, DS00, JH03, MB03]. Covering [YCP06]. CP [LLM06]. CP-Miner [LLM06]. craft [HLP01]. Criteria [ABLN06, RCW08].

criterion [FSKM03, Kel06]. Critical [CHMB08, dLAF06, LM04, PPM00]. Cross [KMT07]. Crosscutting [EZS+08, BvDvET05]. Cryptographic [DS00]. CSDP [Ano08r]. CSL [DHS09].

CTK [SSE01]. CTTE [MP02]. currencies [Cam01]. Current [PRT00b, PRT00a].

customer [SVB01]. customizable [DS03]. Cycle [AC07, NH09]. cycles [SA02].

Data [BJ09, DR06a, DVJP08, DM06, HVC09, HGP09, KP09, KLZRO6, MGF07, MDDG07, ZZ07, ABGM02, BW05, Bra00,
Data-Aware [HVC09]. data-parallel [NPGM00]. data-structures [Wan05]. database [HCC04a, HCC04b]. Datatyps [APS07]. DBM [CGV09]. Deadline [BP04]. deadlock [WCJ02]. Decaying [HCC+08]. decision [Cha00]. decision-analytic [Cha00]. decisions [EW06]. decomposition [Ton03]. decorate [BW02]. deep [SRC05]. def [SP03]. def-use [SP03]. Defect [HCC+08]. KZEL09. LBMP08. MGF07. MDDG07. Vok04. ZZ07. BH03. BEFL01. PRS04. SSMC06]. Defects [EZZ+08]. HCC+08. ML09. SK03]. defined [TFD03]. Defining [JDM01]. definition [Bou00]. BMB02]. Degradation [YPK+07]. Delay [JTMZ01]. LLH+01]. delegated [AS04]. Deliberate [HJ08]. delivery [MRV02]. Delta [dLM08b]. DeMIMA [GA08]. Dense [VSC09]. WHY06]. Dense-Time [VSC09]. WHY06]. Density [CGV09]. Dependability [BH1+09]. BFGP03. MO00. WBY05. WIK+04]. dependable [MRV02]. Dependence [CPY08]. BH04]. Dependencies [CMRH09]. DVJP08. dLAF06]. dependency [Egy03]. dependent [BR03]. CLZ02. CKB04. Vic01]. Deployed [HKL+07]. ED05]. deployment [BSHL01]. ZC06]. derive [RR00]. description [BKO05]. MT00. Rav02]. descriptions [MP04]. Design [ABB+00]. ART03. BH06. BDF08]. BCRW00. CCW03. CFM08. DYJ07. GA08. HJ08. HB07. KP09. LB06. LGF05. LCN08. MNH01. MBFSV07. MPS04. SD06b. TCSH06. YBT01. ZZZC01. ZL06. BVT03. BD02. BGM04. BR03. BW02. BW01]. CCF+00. Cha03. DMCS05. EW06. Gor00. HH06. HLT+04. Ke06. MS00a. MG00. MG02. MKL+04. MPS02. MN01. NPGM00. PUT+01. PULPT02. SK03. TYP06. VZJ03. Vok04. WS06b. XS05. XS03]. Design-level [LG05]. design-time [EW06]. Designing [LRS00]. PIM09]. designs [BBD01]. CG01. JY06]. detect [CW02a]. GZ05]. Detecting [BJ09]. KW07. LKV05]. Detection [BKA+07]. JG07. TCSH06. VDDR07. AV01. BD03. BH03. BvDvET05. FFH04. HW02a. KKII02. Lee04. LPSS00. MX05. ZWN+06]. determinants [GKM02]. Determining [FB05]. MJJ+07]. Developed [ASM09]. OEGQ07]. developer [RHD02]. Developers [KMGA06]. SRS+09]. RCM04]. developing [MYC05]. MPS02. OBMP03]. Development [BG09]. BLHS+09]. CFM08. JS07. LCS+08]. MLLF09. NH09. OEGQ07]. WW00. BDIS04. BT03. Bo100. BW01. BLDY05]. CMSB05]. CDF01. DTB05. DRW03. GKM02]. HP00]. HM03. Jor05]. JR06. Kao03. LBG04]. MO05. MPS04. MR02. PSR05. PPW02]. RGFR98. RGRF01]. RL00. SJLY00]. Sel05. SC02. TCK002]. XY03]. YSW+01]. SC03]. Diagnosing [LI00]. diagnosis [BD03]. XC03]. Diagrams [APS07]. BLLL06. Mit08. EW04. HCM02a. HCM02b. HHC04]. MI02]. diamonds [BHS03]. Diff [XS08]. Differentiating [FWPG07]. different [AL03]. Differential [ECDJ09]. Digital [An07a]. An07b]. dimensional [MP00]. Directed [DR06a]. Disaggregating [BBS02a]. Disclosure [CCR07]. Discovered [ML09]. Discovering [CPY08]. HRD07. HRD08. SAG+06]. ECGN01]. Discrete [KT09]. Discrete-Event [KT09]. Disruptive [WEBD07]. Disseminate [CCR07]. distance [JDM01]. Distilling [FWPG07]. distinguishing [ZyC03]. Distributed [BLL06]. DLM08a. Kou06. PJJ+07]. PYM+07].
RCW08, YPK+07, BSHL01, BDB00, BG00, CW02a, GGV04, HP00, HM03, HS02, HW02b, Kho02, Lee04, MRM05, MP00, MTO04b, Rav02, SZ02, WCW02.

Distribution [Zha08]. Distributions [AR07, Hat09]. Diverse [DRW03, LPS00, PSMK03]. Diversity [vdMR08, Lit00].

Documentation [Zha08], Distributions [AR07, Hat09]. Diverse [DRW03, LPSS00, PSMK03]. Diversity [vdMR08, Lit00].

Domain-Specific [CM09]. Domains [CGV09]. Dominance [SGMB03]. Driven [EA08, LPRT07, MLLF09, BMB02, BP04, Egy03, LZBQ04, NFLJ06, NX06]. Dual [BF00]. Dual-Tier [BF00]. Dup [Bak07].

During [JG07, KMCA06, LM04, SMD08]. Dynamic [ABF04, BSHL01, CC08, CzVD+09, HFMN09, VEBD07, CW02b, DAP01b, MACE05, MC02, Rav02, SM03a, Vic01].

E-commerce [AW04, ZZZ07]. E-Transactions [FG02]. Eager [VDDR07]. Early [SRC05]. Economic [BG09]. ED [HCC+08]. Editor [Ano05-28, ABGM02, Gri03, HMIJ05, Kni05a, Kni06, Kra06a, Kra08a, Rot05, Woh01, vDS05].

Editor-in-Chief [Kra06a, Kni06]. Editorial [And01, And02, Ano04-30, Ano05-28, Ano05-29, Ano07r, BCH04, HKL05, Kni02, Kni03, Kni04a, Kni04c, Kni04d, Kni05a, Kni05b, Kni06, Kra06a, Kra06b, Kra07, Kra08a, Kra08b, Kra09a, Kra09b, UBKW05, Kra06c]. Editors [Ano07r, Ano08-28, Kni05b, Kra06c, Kra06b, Kra08b, Kra09b, BKM07, CA03, CTO09, CCW00a, CCW00b, DPP00, DT04, ER08, FGLW09, FKW06, GN06, GR06, HB02, HS03, KHT09, KGR01, MN08, MO03, TSJ00b, TSJ00a].

Educational [CNP08]. Effective [DMJN08, MBGM09, KHCP00, LL03, RCM04]. Effectiveness [CNP08, vdMR08, BH03, EMT05, FBV05, HCM02a, HCM02b, KD00, MX05, SJLY00].

Effects [WIK+04, YPK+07, DHOH03, LPSS00, PU01, SBV01]. Efficiency [CCR07, SP05]. Efficient [BR03, BNL05, Cas09, GL00b, KW07, KCLL03, SWE09, dLM08b, CW02a, GHR01, IR01, KLK00, RR00, WCJ02, YCP06].

Effort [AC07, CFM08, JG09, MLLF09, BMB02, BP04, Egy03, LZBQ04, NFLJ06, NX06]. Embedded [CM09, MBFSV07, SMBZ07, HKC04, SA03, WS06b].

EMERALDS [ZS01]. Empirical [CFM08, CNP08, DC06, DRO06b, DAB08, GFS05, HRRW01, KP09, LM04, MPL07, OEGQ07, PD07, RAW08, SG00, SK03, TW07, ZL06, AL03, BT03, CS00, DHOH03, Dyb05, EMM02, EBN02, HM03, JC04, KPP+02, MO00, MS001, PSE04, SV02, SHP01, SC02, SC03, TC05, VR03, VZ03, Vok04].

Empirically [SMBK03]. Empirically-Based [SMBK03]. Employee [DM08]. Employing [JS02]. Emulation [DM06]. Enabling [Sel05]. End [ABB+00, DLDvL05, FG02]. End-to-End [ABB+00, FG02]. End-user [DLDvL05].

Ends [Mi07]. Engineering [ASM09, Ano03c, Ano07q, Ano08i, ACS09, AGK09, BL06, CLZ02, DCO06, DY08a, DT04, FGLW09, GN06, HLMN08, HRJ08, HSD07, HJ08, HKL+07, MN08, MMO09, NMJ09, Rav02, SC09, VJB09, WHY06, ZME06, vDS05, BBB06, Bou00, Bro01, HS03, HW02b, KPP+02, KGR01, LD03, LS03b, MO03, NKL05, PS04, SRC05, SG00, SV02, SHH+05, SDA05, vLL00, Gri03, Ano04-29, Ano04x, Ano04w, Ano04y,
Finding [Bak07, WM08, LLMZ06, WH05].
Findings [LBMP08]. Fine
[FWPG07, ART03, SA03]. Fine-Grained
[FWPG07, ART03]. finite [ZyC03].
finite-state [ZyC03]. Firm [TW07]. First
[WW00, EMT05, FKW06]. five [RHD02].
Fixture [VDDR07]. Flexible [AP07,
AGK09, DeL01a, DeL01b, MOJ05, TM05].
flow [MPL07]. Fluid [GH02]. flush
[GH02]. FM [WW00]. forces [GMK05].
Form [KZEL09, BBS02b].
Formal [APS07, BT03, HLP01, HP00,
HALM08, SC02, SC03, WW00, AH00,
ACLdSS04, BGK+02, BH04, BDB00, BG00,
CDM02, CJMR07, FRC+02, HL03, LH03,
LKW00, Pik06, Rus99, SW02, XYDD03].
Formalism [BDHK06]. formality
[BLDYB05]. Formalization
[Bot05, CW02b, EW05]. formally
[Gor00, LRSF04]. formally-based
[Gor00]. foundation
[Ano03c, DT08a, Gri03, JS01, PP03]. Four
[ASM09]. fractional [BR03]. Fragment
[RMR04]. Framework
[ACS09, GHM08, HLMN08, LBMP08, PIM09,
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